In this paper we suggest to leverage the partition of articles into sections, in order to learn thematic similarity metric between sentences. We assume that a sentence is thematically closer to sentences within its section than to sentences from other sections. Based on this assumption, we use Wikipedia articles to automatically create a large dataset of weakly labeled sentence triplets, composed of a pivot sentence, one sentence from the same section and one from another section. We train a triplet network to embed sentences from the same section closer. To test the performance of the learned embeddings, we create and release a sentence clustering benchmark. We show that the triplet network learns useful thematic metrics, that significantly outperform state-of-theart semantic similarity methods and multipurpose embeddings on the task of thematic clustering of sentences. We also show that the learned embeddings perform well on the task of sentence semantic similarity prediction.
Introduction
Text clustering is a widely studied NLP problem, with numerous applications including collaborative filtering, document organization and indexing (Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012) . Clustering can be applied to texts at different levels, from single words to full documents, and can vary with respect to the clustering goal. In this paper, we focus on the problem of clustering sentences based on thematic similarity, aiming to group together sentences that discuss the same theme, as opposed * * These authors contributed equally to this work.
to the related task of clustering sentences that represent paraphrases of the same core statement.
Thematic clustering is important for various use cases. For example, in multi-document summarization, one often extracts sentences from multiple documents that have to be organized into meaningful sections and paragraphs. Similarly, within the emerging field of computational argumentation (Lippi and Torroni, 2016) , arguments may be found in a widespread set of articles (Levy et al., 2017) , which further require thematic organization to generate a compelling argumentative narrative.
We approach the problem of thematic clustering by developing a dedicated sentence similarity measure, targeted at a comparative task -Thematic Distance Comparison (TDC): given a pivot sentence, and two other sentences, the task is to determine which of the two sentences is thematically closer to the pivot. By training a deep neural network (DNN) to perform TDC, we are able to learn a thematic similarity measure.
Obtaining annotated data for training the DNN is quite demanding. Hence, we exploit the natural structure of text articles to obtain weakly-labeled data. Specifically, our underlying assumption is that sentences belonging to the same section are typically more thematically related than sentences appearing in different sections. Armed with this observation, we use the partition of Wikipedia articles into sections to automatically generate sentence triplets, where two of the sentences are from the same section, and one is from a different section. This results in a sizable training set of weakly labeled triplets, used to train a triplet neural network (Hoffer and Ailon, 2015) , aiming to predict which sentence is from the same section as the pivot in each triplet. Table 1 shows an example of a triplet.
To test the performance of our network on the-matic clustering of sentences, we create a new clustering benchmark based on Wikipedia sections. We show that our methods, combined with existing clustering algorithms, outperform state-of-the-art general-purpose sentence embedding models in the task of reconstructing the original section structure. Moreover, the embeddings obtained from the triplet DNN perform well also on standard semantic relatedness tasks. The main contribution of this work is therefore in proposing a new approach for learning thematic relatedness between sentences, formulating the related TDC task and creating a thematic clustering benchmark.
To further enhance research in these directions, we publish the clustering benchmark on the IBM Debater Datasets webpage 1 .
Related Work
Deep learning via triplet networks was first introduced in (Hoffer and Ailon, 2015) , and has since become a popular technique in metric learning (Zieba and Wang, 2017; Yao et al., 2016; Zhuang et al., 2016) . However, previous usages of triplet networks were based on supervised data and were applied mainly to computer vision applications such as face verification. Here, for the first time, this architecture is used with weaklysupervised data for solving an NLP related task. In (Mueller and Thyagarajan, 2016) , a supervised approach was used to learn semantic sentence similarity by a Siamese network, that operates on pairs of sentences. In contrast, here the triplet network is trained with weak supervision, aiming to learn thematic relations. By learning from triplets, rather than pairs, we provide the DNN with a context, that is crucial for the notion of similarity. (Hoffer and Ailon, 2015) show that triplet networks perform better in metric learning than Siamese networks, probably due to this valuable context. Finally, (Palangi et al., 2016) used click-through data to learn sentence similarity on top of web search engine results. Here we propose a different type of weak supervision, targeted at learning thematic relatedness between sentences.
Data Construction
We present two weakly-supervised triplet datasets. The first is based on sentences appearing in same vs. different sections, and the second is based on section titles. The datasets are extracted from the Wikipedia version of May 2017.
Sentence Triplets
For generating the sentence triplet dataset, we exploit the Wikipedia partitioning into sections and paragraphs, using OpenNLP 2 for sentence extraction. We then apply the following rules and filters, in order to reduce noise and to create a highquality dataset, 'triplets-sen': i) The maximal distance between the intra-section sentences is limited to three paragraphs. ii) Sentences with less than 5, or more than 50 tokens are filtered out.
iii) The first and the "Background" sections are removed due to their general nature. iv) The following sections are removed: "External links", "Further reading", "References", "See also", "Notes", "Citations" and "Authored books". These sections usually list a set of items rather than discuss a specific subtopic of the article's title. v) Only articles with at least five remaining sections are considered, to ensure focusing on articles with rich enough content. An example of a triplet is shown in Table 1 : Example of a section-sen triplet from the article 'James Smith McDonnell'. The first two sentences are from the section 'Career' and the third is from 'Early life'
In use-cases such as multi-document summarization (Goldstein et al., 2000) , one often needs to organize sentences originating from different documents. Such sentences tend to be standalone sentences, that do not contain the syntactic cues that often exist between adjacent sentences (e.g. co-references, discourse markers etc.). Correspondingly, to focus our weakly labeled data on sentences that are typically stand-alone in nature, we consider only paragraph opening sentences.
An essential part of learning using triplets, is the mining of difficult examples, that prevent quick stagnation of the network (Hermans et al., 2017) . Since sentences in the same article essentially discuss the same topic, a deep understanding of se-mantic nuances is necessary for the network to correctly classify the triplets. In an attempt to obtain even more challenging triplets, the third sentence is selected from an adjacent section. Thus, for a pair of intra-section sentences, we create a maximum of two triplets, where the third sentence is randomly selected from the previous/next section (if exists). The selection of the third sentence from both previous and next sections is intended to ensure the network will not pick up a signal related to the order of the sentences. In Section 5 we compare our third-sentence-selection method to two alternatives, and examine the effect of the selection method on the model performance.
Out of the 5.37M Wikipedia articles, 809K yield at least one triplet. We divide these articles into three sets, training (80%), validation and test (10% each). In terms of number of triplets, the training set is composed of 1.78M triplets, whereas the validation and test are composed of 220K and 223K triplets respectively.
Triplets with Section Titles
Incorporating the section titles into the training data can potentially enhance the network performance. Correspondingly, we created another triplets data, 'triplets-titles', where in each triplet the first sentence in the section (the 'pivot') is paired with the section title 3 , as well as with the title of the previous/next sections (if exists), where the former pair is assumed to have greater thematic similarity. After applying the filters described above we end up with 1.38M , 172K and 173K triplets for the training, validation and test set respectively. An example of a triplet is shown in Table 2 .
Note, that for this variation of the triplets data, the network is expected to find a sentence embedding which is closer to the embedding of the true section title, than to the embedding of the title of the previous/next section. The learned representation is expected to encode information about the themes of the different sections to which the sentence can potentially belong. Thus, thematically related sentences are expected to have similar representations. Table 2 : Example of a triplet from the triplet-titles dataset, generated from the article 'Julie Bishop'.
Figure 1: Triplet Network
Sentence Clustering Benchmark (SCB)
Our main goal is to successfully partition sentences into subtopics. Unfortunately, there is still no standard evaluation method for sentence clustering, which is considered a very difficult task for humans (Geiss, 2009 ). Correspondingly, we leverage again the partition of Wikipedia articles into sections. We assume that this partition, as performed by the Wikipedia editors, can serve as ground truth for the clustering of the article sentences. Based on this assumption we create a sentence clustering benchmark (SCB). SCB includes 692 articles that were not used in the training and validation sets of 'triplet-sen' and 'triplettitles'. The number of sections (and correspondingly clusters) per article ranges from 5 to 12. The number of clustered sentences ranges from 17 to 1614, with an average of 67 sentences per article.
Model Architecture
We adopt the triplet network architecture (Hoffer and Ailon, 2015) (Figure 1 ) for obtaining sentence embeddings via metric learning as follows. Assume a training data of sentences, arranged into triplets (x,x + ,x − ), where the pair (x,x + ) is presumably more similar than the pair (x,x − ). To train the model, each of the three sentences of each triplet, is fed into the same network (Net), as a sequence of word embeddings. The layer outputs their representations Net(x), Net(x + ) and Net(x − ) respectively. Our objective is to make the representations of x and x + closer than the representations of x and x − . Thus the next layer uses a distance function, denoted by 'dist', to compute two distances
The final layer applies softmax on (d + ,d − ) that results in p(d + ) and p(d − ). Finally, the loss function is given by:
Net is composed of a Bi-directional LSTM with hidden size 300 and 0.8 dropout followed by an attention (Yang et al., 2016) layer of size 200. The input to Net are the pre-trained glove word embeddings of 300d trained on 840B tokens (Pennington et al., 2014) . For dist and the loss function we use the L1 distance, which we found to yield better results than L2 and cosine-similarity. The selected loss function outperformed the popular triplet loss suggested in (Schroff et al., 2015) . Finally, we use Adam optimizer with initial learning rate of 0.001. Given a sentence s, Net(s) provides a sentence embedding of dimension 600.
Experiments

Reconstructing Article Sections
As mentioned, our main objective task is clustering sentences into subtopics. As a preliminary step, we first evaluate our method on the tripletsen test set. We compare the model trained on triplet-sen to two well known methods. The first, mean-vectors, is simply the mean of the GloVe embeddings of the sentence words (Tai et al., 2015) , which is considered a strong unsupervised baseline. The second, skip-thoughts (Ryan Kiros, 2015) , is among the state-of-the-art unsupervised models for semantic similarity, and the most popular multi-purpose embedding method. We address two versions of skip-thoughts: one is based on the original 4800-dimensional vectors (skipthoughts-cs), and the other, skip-thoughts-SICK, is based on the similarity function learned from the SICK semantic similarity dataset, as described in (Ryan Kiros, 2015) . The aim of assessing skipthoughts-SICK is to examine how well a state-ofthe-art semantic similarity function performs on the thematic clustering task. In the case of meanvectors and skip-thoughts-CS, the similarity between the sentences is computed using the cosine similarity (CS) between the embedding vectors. Table 3 indicates that our method, denoted by triplet-sen, clearly outperforms the other tested methods. Surprizingly, skip-thoughts-SICK is inMethod accuracy mean-vectors 0.65 skip-thoughts-CS 0.615 skip-thoughts-SICK 0.547 triplets-sen 0.74 Table 3 : Results on the triplets data ferior to skip-thoughts-CS. Note that an additional interesting comparison is to a skip-thought version obtained by learning a linear transformation of the original vectors using the triplet datasets. However, no off-the-shelf algorithm is available for learning such transformation, and we leave this experiment for future work. Next we report results on the clustering benchmark, SCB (Section 3.3). We evaluate three triplet-based models. Triplets-sen and tripletstitles are the models trained on triplets-sen and triplets-titles datasets respectively. Triplets-sentitles is a concatenation of the representations of our two models. In addition we compare to meanvectors and skip-thoughts-CS.
The evaluation procedure is performed as follows: for each method, we first compute for the sentences of each article, a similarity matrix, by calculating the CS between the embedding vectors of all pairs of sentences. We then use Iclust (YomTov and Slonim, 2009; Slonim et al., 2005) and k-means to cluster the sentences, where the number of clusters is set to the number of sections in SCB 4 . Since the clustering algorithms themselves are not the focus of this study, we choose the classical, simple k-means, and one more advanced algorithm, Iclust. For the same reason, we also set the number of clusters to the correct number. Finally, we use standard agreement measures, MI, Adjusted MI (AMI) (Vinh et al., 2009) , Rand Index (RI) and Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) (Rand, 1971) , to quantify the agreement between the ground truth and the clustering results.
As exhibited in Table 4 , our models significantly outperform the two other methods for both clustering algorithms, where the best performance is achieved by the concatenated representations (triplets-sen-titles), suggesting the two models, triplets-sen and triplets-titles, learned complementary features. The performance of skip-thoughts-SICK on this task (not shown) was again inferior to skip-thoughts-CS.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the third sentence in triplet-sen was selected from the sections adjacent to the pivot section, aiming to obtain more difficult triplets. We use the clustering task to examine the effect of the selection method on the model performance. We compare to two alternative methods: one that chooses the third sentence from a random section within the same article, and another (triplets-sen-rand-art), that chooses it randomly from a random different article. Results show that the first method leads to the same performance as our method, whereas triplets-sen-randart yields inferior results (see Table 4 ). A possible explanation is that the within-article triplets are difficult enough to prevent stagnation of the learning process without the need for further hardening of the task. However, the cross-article triplets are too easy to classify, and do not provide the network with the challenge and difficulty required for obtaining high quality representations. Table 4 : Results on the clustering task
Semantic Relatedness
As evident from the clustering results, our models learned well to capture thematic similarity between sentences. Here we investigate the performance of our model in the more classical task of semantic relatedness of sentences. Specifically, we examine the SemEval 2014 Task 1: semantic relatedness SICK dataset (Marelli et al., 2014) . We adopt the experimental setup of (Ryan Kiros, 2015) and learn logistic regression classifiers on top of the absolute difference and the componentwise product for all sentence pairs in the training data. The evaluation measures are Pearson r, Spearman ρ, and mean square error (MSE). Table 5 shows that like in the clustering task, best results are achieved by the concatenated embedding triplets-sen-titles, which performs in the range between mean-vector and skip-thoughts-SICK. Table 5 : Results on the SICK semantic relatedness subtask. Table 6 presents some examples of predictions of triplets-sen-titles compared to the ground truth and to skip-thoughts-SICK predictions. The first pair is semantically equivalent as both methods detect. In the second pair, the first sentence is a negation of the second, but from the thematic point of view they are rather similar, thus assigned a relatively high score by our model. sentences GT Tr Sk 1. A sea turtle is hunting for fish 4.5 4.2 4.5 2. A sea turtle is hunting for food 1. A sea turtle is not hunting for fish 3.4 4.1 3.8 2. A sea turtle is hunting for fish Table 6 : Example predictions on the SICK data. GT = groundtruth, Tr=triplets-sen, Sk=skip-thoughts-SICK
Summary
In this paper we suggest a new approach for learning thematic similarity between sentences. We exploit the Wikipedia section structure to generate a large dataset of weakly labeled triplets of sentences with no human involvement. Using a triplet network, we learn a high quality sentence embeddings, tailored to reveal thematic relations between sentences. Furthermore, we take a first step towards exploring the versatility of these embeddings, by showing their good performance on the semantic similarity task. An interesting direction for future work is further exploring this versatility, by examining the performance of the embeddings on a variety of other NLP tasks.
